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Abstract

This paper recommends an approach to the implementation of semantic representation languages
(SRLs) which exploits a parallelism between SRLs and programming languages (PLs). The design
requirements of SRLs for natural language are similar to those of PLs in their goals. First, in both
cases we seek modules in which both the surface representation (print form) and the underlying
data structures are important. This requirement highlights the need for general tools allowing the
printing and reading of expressions (data structures). Second, these modules need to cooperate
with foreign modules, so that the importance of interface technology (compilation) is paramount;
and third, both compilers and semantic modules need "inferential" facilities for transforming
(simplifying) complex expressions in order to ease subsequent processing.

But the most important parallel is tlia need in both fields for tools which are useful in combi-
nation with a variety of concrete languages—general purpose parsers, printers, simplifiers (trans..
formation facilities) and compilers. This arises in PL technology from (among other things) the
need for experimentation in language design, which is again parallel to the case of SRLs.

Using a compiler-based approach, we have implemented NU , a public domain software package
for computational natural language semantics. Several interfaces exist both for grammar modules
and for applications, using a variety of interface technologies, including especially compilation. We
review here a variety of ./VLL applications, focusing on COSMA, an NL interface to a distributed

appointment manager.

Keywords: Computational Linguistics, Semantics, Compiler, Interfaces
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1 Introduction: Design Goals

The focus of this paper is the design and IMPLEMENTATION of semantic representation languages
(SRLs). Given the need of such modules to represent natural language meanings, we assume
that they should apply linguistic semantics, the specialized study of natural language meaning.
But because of the focus on design and implementation, we examine quite generally the uses to
which such modules may be put, abstracting away from details which distinguish such superficially
distinct approaches as generalized quantifier theory (GQT, Barwise and Cooper 1981), discourse
representation theory (DRT, Kamp 1981), situation theory (Barwise and Perry 1983), or dynamic
logic (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991).

The appropriate design for any module can only be determined by close analysis of the uses
to which it is to be put. It is therefore appropriate to begin our consideration of the design for an
NL semantics module with a summary of its foreseen applications. We see the areas of application
for semantics modules as divided into three main types. First, and most importantly, there are
NL understanding and generation applications—where meaning representation and manipulation
is central (Allen 1987). These include NL interfaces, such as database query, software systems
interfaces, speech understanding, and device interfaces; information retrieval; message understand-
ing (e.g., of bug reports); and automatic indexing. Second, there is an reciprocal application to
linguistics—that of implementing semantic theories in order to enhance one's understanding of
them (cf. e.g., Scha 1981). Third and finally, there are applications in which semantics is used
primarily for the sake of adding additional constraints to a classification task such as speech recog-
nition or grammar checking (Young et al. 1989). (We have included this category for completeness,
but will not try to develop it further since it is still unclear what sorts of semantics information are
most successful in constraining recognition, so that it is difficult to extract useful design criteria
here

The first and numerically most important group of applications, that of understanding and
generation, give rise to fairly clear requirements. Independent semantics modules are used with
these applications for the following reasons:
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meaning representation The SRL must recognize all (or as many as possible) of the semantic
distinctions relevant to the natural language used in an application domain. This is the area
in which linguistic semantics is essential. Because linguistic semantics is an lively research
field, SRL are likely to change frequently, which underscores the need for general specification

tools.
extend domain-independent NLP A semantics module decreases the "tailoring" required to

fit an NLP system to an application domain, and increases the portability of the NLP system

(Martin et al. 1983).
ease grammar–application mapping The use of an SRL simplifies and standardizes the map-

ping ?n: grammar 4* domain; in particular it limits the application mapping to m: SRL <=>
domain, and the SRL is much less variable than NL syntax. This involves two interfaces:
grammar 4#> SRL <=> domain.

support inference (not in applications) In general applications have no inferential capabil-
ity, but databases and some other software systems are exceptions. Even these, however,
normally do not support, e.g., plural distributivity inferences (Scha and Stallard 1988), or
sensitivity to presupposition vs. assertion (Weischedel 1979), which are implicitly assumed
by human language users. It is the need to provide for inference which provides the most
convincing argument for using logics as SRLs; these characterize the allowable inferences.
(But the use of logic jibes nicely with the application of linguistic semantics, which is' also

logic-based.

support meaning-related processing In addition to inference, semantic modules generally
provide the data structures on which resolution and disambiguation are based. But this
may involve communication, and therefore interfaces with various modules:

• context or discourse memory module (anaphoric resolution, reference resolution);

• domain model (predicate disambiguation); and
• dialogue management (speech act recognition).

We note the importance of interfaces in this catalogue and the special need for inference.
Applications involving the implementation of linguistic semantics theories share with applications
in NLU and generation the need to provide GENERAL TOOLS for work with SRLs—language
definition tools, readers (parsers), printers (unparsers), and inference specification tools.

We arrive at the following summary of design goals for work on semantics modules:

• semantic representation

• inference

• support meaning-related processing—disambiguation, resolution, speech act management

• modularity—independence from syntax and application

• modifiability—for experimentation

• interface tools—for mapping into and out of module

• tools for independent use (reader, printer, tracer)

The first three points confirm the good sense of current practice in the field—that of viewing the
main task of the semantic module as the implementation of a linguistic semantic theory (with
selected AI enhancements for resolution and disambiguation). But we suggest that insufficient at-
tention is paid to the latter four points, and that we may profit from a comparison to programming
language technology and compiler construction.

2 Analogy to Programming Languages

It is axiomatic that modern PLs should meet the last four goals listed in the design goals for
SRLs. Standard introductions (Aho et al. 1986) detail how a programming language syntax is
specified in definitions independent of specific machines and environments (modularity) which
are, moreover, easily modifiable given tools for parsing (parser-generators) and printing. The
parsers automatically created from language specifications take well-formed strings as input -and
produce abstract syntax trees (like linguistic parse trees) as output. Modern tools also provide



Goals	 PL	 SRL 

independent definition (BNF)

parser, printer

parser-generator

compiler

program transformation

parser (%), printer

resolution, backward-chaining .

modularity

tools

modifiability

mappings in, out

inference

Figure 1: Design goals common to PLs and SRLs plotted against "standard" solutions in the
two areas. The analogy suggests filling the gaps for standard solutions for SRLs by using PL
solutions: language specification tools for definition together with parser-generators to provide
the SRL reader, and compiler technology for interfaces to semantics modules. Finally, program
transformation techniques suggest a simple implementation for at least some inference rules.

printers (unparsers) which reverse the process: given an abstract syntax tree, they produce a print
form (Friedman et al. 1992, 85ff).

Just as a modular SRL must interface to more than one application, a programming language
needs to be able to run on different machines. In the latter case, this is accomplished by compiling:
the abstract syntax trees produced by the PL's parser are transformed into (the abstract syntax
trees representing) expressions of another lower-level language (often a machine-specific assembler
language). While it is obvious how this scheme enables generality vis-a-vis translation targets, it
may not be as immediately apparent that the level of abstract syntax likewise facilitates generality
toward translations sources: in the case of a PL such as C, we not only compile FROM C into
various assembler languages on the basis of transformations of abstract syntax, but we likewise
compile other (normally more specialized languages) INTO C. The SRL correspondence is the use
of compiler technology to translate into SRLs, viz., in syntax/semantics interfaces (in NLU) or
application/semantics interfaces (in generation). We provide details of practical experiments on
both interfaces below.

Some of the transformations performed by compilers are not simple translations into target
languages, but rather transformations to alternative structures in the source language (cf. Aho et
al. 1986, 592ff), or immediate evaluation of parse structures (cf. "translation during parsing" Aho
et al. 1986, 293-301). The use of these techniques suggests an implementation for some inference
facilities for SRLs—those arising from equivalence rules.

A more ambitious, but still relevant example of facilitating modularity and generality in ev-
eryday compiler technology is the register transfer language (RTL) incorporated in the GNU C
and C++ compilers. RTL is an abstraction both from the concrete syntax of several high-level PLs
(in addition to the existing C and C compilers, Ada, Fortran, Pascal and Modula-2 compilers
are under development) and from several concrete assembly languages. The high-level languages
are all compiled into RTL and make use of the same highly optimizing compiler engine. At the
same time GNU compilers have been ported to a large variety of computer architectures relatively
easily because it is only the final compiler pass that translates into assembly language on the basis
of machine description files which declaratively specify the mapping from RTL to the concrete
architecture.

Richard M. Stallman describes RTL in the following way in the current gcc manual (Stallman
1992):

Most of the work of the compiler is done on an intermediate representation called
register transfer language. In this language, the instructions to be output are described,
pretty much one by one, in an algebraic form that describes what the instruction does.



RTL is inspired by Lisp lists. It has both an internal form, made up of structures
that point at other structures, and a textual form that is used in the machine descrip-
tion and in printed debugging dumps. The textual form uses nested parentheses to
indicate the pointers in the internal form.

[Chapter 12: RTL Representation. p. 145]

The SRL analogue is of course deployment in a multi-application scenario, where a single NL
system is used to interface 'to several application systems.' A technical prerequisite for any such
use of NLP technology is the ability to translate to multiple application languages, enhanced by

the translation flexibility compilation offers.
Our core thesis: PL technology may profitably be applied to the design of SRL software.

Figure 1 summarizes the points at which immediate borrowings from PL technology seem apt

means to SRL goals.
We turn now to a brief description of NLL, an SRL implemented using PL technology. We then

illustrate how SRLs profit from this approach using a concrete and fully implemented example.

3 NLL
NLL is an SRL which borrows heavily from linguistic semantics in order to provide representational
adequacy, using, e.g., on the one hand work from generalized quantifier theory and on the other
from the logic of plurals. Laubsch and Nerbonne 1991 and Nerbonne 1992 present an overview of

NU and the background linguistic and model-theoretic ideas, which will not be repeated here.
For the sake of understanding examples below, we note that atomic formulas in NIL are composed

of a predicate together with a set of role-argument pairs, e.g.

`Anterist ships to Hamburg' ship(source:a goal:h)

The NLL formula may also be read: 'a' plays the role of agent and 'h' that of goal with respect

to some shipping situation. An advantage of identifying arguments via roles rather than positions

(as is customary in predicate logic) is that one can sensibly use the same predicate, e.g., 'ship',
with various numbers of arguments; thus even though something must also play a 'theme' role in
this situation (what is shipped), it need not be expressed in the role-coded set of arguments. Note
that this means that unbound variables may be dropped from atomic formulas where they occur
only once: there is an implicit existential force attached to unexpressed arguments. Cf. Nerbonne

1992 for formal development.

3.1 Data Structures and Basic Tools

Following the PL lead, we begin with a formal syntactic specification of NLL in a form usable

by a parser-generator. 2 For this purpose we use Zebu (Laubsch 1992b), a public-domain tool in

Common Lisp.3
Zebu grammar specifications are illustrated with an excerpt from the NLL grammar in Figure 2.

A grammar is primarily a set of RULES, each of which specifies a SYNTAX for a grammatical category

and an ACTION to be taken by the parser when the category is found. These specifications are easily
modified in case extensions, variations or even substantial modifications of the language become
interesting. In addition to syntax rules, Zebu grammars may also contain lexical restrictions
(Laubsch 1992b,15) needed for generating a lexical analyzer (which, however, is not used in NLL).

From the NLL grammar, Zebu generates an LALR(1) parser (Aho et al. 1986,§ 4), which is

the NLL reader. The reader immediately supports experiments with the semantics module by
easing the creation of semantic data structures. The Zebu grammar compilation process detects
any inconsistencies or ambiguities in the grammar definition.

Zebu goes beyond the capabilities of parser-generators such as UNIX yacc in further option-
ally generating (automatically) the definition of a DOMAIN, a hierarchy of data structures (LISP

1 See Bobrow et al. 1990 for an example of this sort of system.
2 We are concentrating here on the more recent Ain implementation; an earlier implementation in REFINE (Laubsch

and Nerbonne 1991) is no longer the focus of our efforts, even though we continue to maintain it for its usefulness
in rapid prototyping. REFINE is a trademark of Reasoning Systems, Palo Alto.

3 Zebu was originally developed in Scheme by William Wells.
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(defrule Atomic-Wff
:= (NLL-Predicate "(" Role-Argument-Pairs ")" )
:build (make-Atomic-Wff :-predicate NLL-Predicate

: -Role-Argument-Pairs Role-Argument-Pairs))

(defrule Role-Argument-Pairs

:=
:build zb:EMPTY-SEQ
:= (Role-Argument-Pair Role-Argument-Pairs)
:build (CONS Role-Argument-Pair Role-Argument-Pairs))

(defrule Role-Argument-Pair
:= (Role-Complex ":" NLL-Term)
:build (make-Role-Argument-Pair :-Role

	
Role-Complex

:-Argument NU-Term))

Figure 2: An excerpt of the NLL definition in Zebu. Each LISP-like rule contains a BNF-like
syntax part, introduced by ": =" , and an action, introduced by ":build". Whenever the Zebu
parser finds an instance of the syntax, it takes the action specified in the rule. In these cases this
is always the action of constructing an abstract syntax tree for the expression. A complete BNF
for ArLL may be found in Laubsch and Nerbonne, 1991.

structures) for abstract syntax. If this option is chosen, then Zebu defines a structure type for
each expression type; the structure for a given expression (e.g., Atomic-Wff—cf. Figure 2) has
as many fields as the expression has subexpressions (e.g., Predicate and Role-Argument-Pairs).
On the basis of the domain Zebu then also generates an "unparser", in this case the DULL printer
(which in turn may be called by the LISP printer).

At this point we have implemented a representational system with thorough dual-access: we
may process it through manipulations of either surface or abstract syntax. For example, Arm,
structures are created either from strings or from constructor functions (and occasionally in a
mixture of approaches); similarly, one could specify lexical inference rules or substitution rules
either as string operations or as operations on LISP structures (or both). Important processing
submodules have been implemented using both surface and abstract levels. We examine these
now.

3.2 Interfaces and Compilations

As we noted in Section 1, an important task of SRLs is the communication with a variety of
modules in NLP systems, including at least syntax, context (resolution), dialogue management,
and application system. How can the PL approach to SRL design support the construction of
interfaces?

The dual access provided by the PL approach already allows an interesting degree of freedom.
For example, the opportunity to create ArLL via constructor functions.

and 
the implementa-

tion of a syntax-semantics interface of the sort suggested by Johnson nd Kay 1990—in which
the syntax/semantics interface is constituted by a set of generic constructor functions attached
to syntactic rules (and therefore nonterminal nodes). NIL has been employed this way in a
syntax/semantics interface in an extensive NLP system (Nerbonne and Proudian 1987). This is
appropriate when relatively complex structures are created in a series of simple increments. Al-
ternatively, one may invoke the ArLL reader to create NIL, and an interface from the COSMA

appointment manager (cf. below) to N'LL (for generation) invokes the reader extensively. This
made the single-step creation of complex structures much simpler.

But given the relatively easy access to abstract syntax trees provided by the Zebu reader,
the construction of interfaces through genuine compilation (translation of expressions based on
abstract syntax) is also feasible. NLL's basic scheme of compilation is TREE REWRITING (Aho
et al. 1986,572ff). An abstract syntax tree is traversed (different traversal disciplines may be
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specified), and at each node, each of a sequence of REWRITE RULES is applied. A rewrite rule

abstractly takes the form:4

meta-syntactic-pattern	 replacement-node

A rewrite rule checks whether a meta-syntactic-pattern is satisfied at the current node, and re-

turns the replacement node together with a boolean flag indicating whether the rule has fired:

(replacement-node,(5?:bool): In case we are translating from one abstract syntax to another, then

the meta-syntactic-pattern describes a node in the source language, while the replacement node
belongs to the translation target language. The traversal routine replaces the current node with

the replacement-node in case the rule has fired.

The top-down tree-rewriting algorithm PREORDER-TRANSFORM inputs a tree t and a sequence

(r1 rn ) of rewrite rules. It then traverses the tree in preorder (Aho et al. 1983,78-9), and at
each node, attempts to rewrite using each of the rules ri . If any rule in the sequence fires, then the

entire sequence is tried again, until no rules fire. Then the traversal continues, until the leaf nodes
of the tree. The algorithm is attractive because it reduces the tree-transformation problem to the
specification of transformations on local subtrees. We specify the algorithm here in pseudo-code:

procedure preorder-transform (t:tree, (r i	rn):rules);

begin
A? 4-- 1;
do while A? = 1

A? 4— 0;
for each ri from i = 1 to i = n do

if ri (t) = (1' , 1) then
begin

t 4-- t';
A? 4-- 1;

end;
for each child c of t do

preorder-transform(c, (r i . rn))

end preorder-transform

An analogous POSTORDER-TRANSFORM invokes sequences of rewrite rules in a bottom-up traversal

of the abstract syntax tree.
In addition to optimized control routines for tree-transformation NLL provides a library of

access and manipulation functions (for substitution, construction, simplification) to support the
transformation process. Laubsch 1992a reports on the required transformations for NLL compilers

to SQL and to the New Wave task language, and we present below several transformations needed

in COSMA, a distributed system for appointment management.

Cf. Figure 3 for a further example of a compilation from NLL, this time to a feature description

language.
Compilation is normally an effective translation technique because it abstracts away from irrel-

evant details of the concrete syntaxes of target and source languages. It is especially appropriate:
(i) when communication between modules is limited (e.g., when modules run on separate machines
or in separate processes, so that communication is limited to strings); (ii) when the nature of tar-
get data structures is unknown or unspecified; or (iii) when there is minor variability in targets
(e.g., different versions of the same programming language or query language).

3.3 Inference Rules

In Subsection 3.2 above, we examined the use of rewrite rules of the form:

meta-syntactic-pattern	 replacement-node

4 In the REFINE implementation of NIL, rules are also concretely of this form (cf. Rea 1990,§§ 3.7.5-3.7.7). In
current work we are trying to incorporate abstract specifications of ArLL rewrite rules in the Zebu-based version.
In the current implementation, rewrite rules are LISP functions.



feature-term

avp	 avp	 avp

pred ship src a th 7.1

[pred ship,
source a,
theme #1]

[(pred ship)
(source a)
(theme %1)]

ship(src:a th:?x)

t  

NLL Unparser
FSL Parser  

t  

Transformations
filter non-NLL
mulitply disjunctions out
map structural divergences
manage coreference

atomic-wff

ship	 role-arg-pairs

rap	 rap

src a th ?x

Figure 3: Compiler-based approach to the problem of semantics modularity. In order to employ
NLL not only in the ASL speech understanding project (cf. GOrz 1992) but also in the COSMA

dialogue application (cf. below), involving both different parsers and different feature description
languages (ASL and UDiNe), FS2NLL, a compiler from feature structure (fs) languages to NLL
was developed. The two fs languages were parsed into the same abstract syntax, which was
filtered and transformed into NLL abstract syntax, which is "unparsed" in a final step: A further
borrowing from compiler technology, a symbol table, was needed to manage coreferences in the fs
language ("1.1,#1'). Diagne and Nerbonne 1992 report on the ASL interface. A final advantage
of the compiler-based approach is the fact that several components of the translation are useful
for reverse translation. NLL2FS was implemented to provide semantic feedback to parsing and
search in the ASL speech understanding system and for generation in the COSMA dialogue system.
NLL2FS has just completed implementation.

where the meta-syntactic-pattern describes a node in the source language, while the replacement
node belongs to the translation target language. This is appropriate for compiling one language
into another, but it is not forced by the technology. In particular, we may formulate rewrite rules
where both the metasyntactic pattern and replacement node refer to NLL structures, and this is
exactly what we have done in formulating some inference rules for NLL.

For example n-ary conjunctions are normalized according to the following patterns.

flatten
	

AND{p AND{q r}}	 {p q r}
identity element AND{p true} --+ AND{p}

constant
	

AND{p false}	 false
single element
	

AND{p}	 p

Of course, as we indicated in Section 3.2 above, these are not specified declaratively in the Zebu
implementation, but instead implemented as LISP functions. A declarative (and easier to use)
specification is the subject of ongoing work. Laubsch December 1989 presents many more infer-
ences rules as these were used in a database interface from NLL. There is no further inference
mechanism in DULL, so that the inference system is weak. Eisinger et al. 1992 sketches more
powerful rewrite systems which proceed from the same basis. This may be a direction for future
work.

We turn now to illustrations of compiling techniques applied to concrete interface and inference
problems.

3.4 Compiling into NLL

The further examples of compilation below all involve compiling FROM NLL into another language;
but it is natural to apply the same techniques when translating INTO NLL, and similar advantages
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accrue to these applications as well. This section reports briefly on a syntax/semantics interface

based on the compiler approach.

As noted above NLL supports a variety of creation methods: besides invoking constructor
functions, one may also invoke a reader, and there is a specialized compiler for interfacing to

feature-based grammars.
Compilation is particularly cost-effective when one wishes to construct interfaces to several

modules with similar representations. In this case relatively minor modifications in grammar
specifications may be all that is required to obtain further interfaces. Cf. Figure 3 for an example
in which two feature description languages were compiled into N'LL. These were used with different

front ends (different grammars, lexicons, parsers) in different systems with no application-specific

modification.
We turn to a recent application of these compiling techniques in COSMA, both of the inferential

and of the translating types.

3.5 NLL-Planner Interface in cosma

In building the COSMA (Cooperative Schedule Management Agent) system we connected a com-
putational linguistics core engine for natural language understanding and generation—the DISCO

system developed at DFKI—to an appointment planner that was provided by another in-house
project. The product of our collaboration is a distributed system in which each participant in the
appointment planning process may or may not use (an instance of) COSMA; the practical raison
d'être of NL here is that it enables COSMA users to automate their appointment management even
when users are involved whose appointment management is not done automatically—for these
users an NL channel is maintained. For further details see Neumann et al. 1993.

When interfacing the DISCO meaning processing modules (mainly the AILL semantics mod-
ule with basic resolution and speech act recognition built on top of it) to the planner internal
representation language (henceforth IR), the compiler approach described above has been proven
to be not only powerful enough to support rather complex semantics processing and translation
into and out of the interface language, but at the same time flexible enough to allow for rapid
prototyping in a development environment in which the target language has undergone syntactic
change several times.

The PULL transformations implemented so far in the COSMA prototype can be classified ac-
cording to theory vs. domain dependence and target language (JVLL vs. IR) as follows:

• core NIL inference: purely logical (theory-independent) equivalence transformation. e.g.
flattening of nested conjunctions (example below)

• simplification: equivalence transformation dependent on extralogical axioms and generat-
ing a 'canonical' form, e.g., grouping of multiple restrictions on the same variable (example
below)

• disambiguation: resolution of ambiguity, e.g. quantifier scoping

• domain-specific inference: transformation based on domain knowledge, e.g. anchoring of
underspecified time expressions, non-conventional speech act processing

• translation: mapping into different abstract syntax — mediation between different expres-
sive power on either side, e.g. translation to SQL or the COSMA planner internal representa-
tion (example below)

Based on a concrete example from the appointment domain, viz. the sentence

(1) Ich mOchte mit Ihnen einen Termin fur den 23. Oktober urn 13:30 h im DFKI vereinbaren.
(I want to arrange a meeting with you for October 23 at 1:30 PM in the DFKI.)

the following sections will present in some detail the major transformation steps that are taken
in mapping the initial sentence semantics into an appropriate IR expression. 5 Because the disam-
biguation and domain-specific inference components are still under development in DISCO (rudi-

5 We have also implemented the reverse translation, from the planner IR into ,VIL, but it the result has yet to be
integrated into the verbalization part of generation, so that it is untested.



request(theme:^vereinbar(agent:(?a I and{has-card-leq(theme:?a goal:1)
speak(source:?a)})

goal:(?p I and{has-card-gt(theme.:?p goal:1)
speak(goal:?p)})

instance:?e
theme:(?x

andfandfandfand{has-card-leq(theme:?x goal:1)
termin(instance:?x)}

temp-um(theme:?x
goal:(?t2 time(instance:?t2

hour:13
min:30)))}

temp-fuer(theme:?x
goal:(?t i I time instance:?ti

mon:(?m
oktober(instance:?m))

day:23)))}
space-in(theme:?x

goal:(?y identity(source:?y theme:` DFKI')))})))

Figure 4: Result of parsing the sentence Ich mOchte mit Ihnen einen Termin fur den 23. Oktober
urn 13:30 h im DFKI vereinbaren.' after simple translation into N.L.L. The nesting and order of
conjuncts in the restriction of the variable ?x is semantically arbitrary, reflecting a (convenient)
grammatical treatment in which adjunct semantics are introduced conjunctively into conditions
on semantic arguments.

mentary parts have been implemented using the NLL compiler approach), we will focus on the
other three areas, core inference, simplification, and translation.

3.5.1 Initial Sentence Semantics (NLL Representation of Parsing Result)

The initial semantics as input to the semantics module in feature structures is heavily determined
by purely syntactic conditions, i.e. the structure derived from the underlying grammar. Because
sentence 3.5 is very rich in prepositional phrases (free adjuncts in the HPSG-style DISCO gram-
mar), the attachment problem becomes obvious in the grouping of restrictions to the restricted
parameter ?x, the theme of the predicate vereinbar() (cf. Figure 4). Basically the expression given
in Figure 4 is an atomic formula representing a request() (a primitive from the DISCO syntactic
speech act recognition module which is integrated into the feature structure formalism) whose
theme is vereinbar() (arrange). The agent role ?a of the vereinbar() event ?e is filled by a restricted
parameter that is constrained to be singular and the source of the speak() predicate, i.e. the
speaker (I) — likewise the goal of vereinbar() is restricted to the plural hearers (the goal role of
the speak() predicate, i.e. you). The main part of the formula restricts the theme role of what is
to be arranged: the variable ?x is constrained to be a single appointment (termin()) and to stand
in various temporal and spatial relations to expressions originating from the prepositional phrases
for October 23, at 1:30 PM and in the DFKI. The grouping of conjuncts in the restricting formula
is determined by the nesting of adjuncts in the syntactical structure of the sentence.

3.5.2 Equivalence Transformations and Simplification

This section illustrates the application of inference rules which are purely logical in nature (i.e.,
independent of the underlying semantic theory and the actual application domain) to the parse
semantics shown in Figure 4. We have already seen one example of an applicable logical equivalence
transformation, viz., the 'flattening' of nested conjunctions (see § 3.3 above). Other relevant
rewrite rules are the following:

• elimination of non-constraining (unbound) variables:

p(... rolei :?y ...)	 p(...)	 (p is an NLL predicate; ?y does not ocur in `...')
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• identity substitution:

(?x I identity(argl:?x arg2:c))	 c	 (c is an NLL constant)

Applied to the NLL expression in Figure 4 the variable ?e (the arrange event) will be removed

from the formula because it is a single unbound occurrence (cf. remarks on anadic predicates
above). One might ask why the variable was ever introduced, if it is only to be eliminated. But
the introduction of an event variable ?e is well motivated in the grammatical system: it serves
as a peg on which to hang the restrictions imposed, e.g., by free temporal adjuncts. Likewise for
grammatical reasons the goal role of the spatial restriction to the appointment variable ?x is itself
a restricted parameter requiring ?y to stand in the identity() relation to the NLL constant 'DFKI'.
The variable ?y might have been used to allow further restriction (e.g., from appositive adjuncts)
during the process of compositional semantic construction. The identity substitution rewrite rule
as stated above will fire for the current example and substitute the constant 'DFKI I for occurrences
of the variable ?y.

While the core logical rewrite rules come built-in with the NLL semantics module (viewed
as a base representational formalism), the second class of transformations listed above, viz., the
simplification to a 'canonical' form, depends on the concrete linguistic theory of semantics assumed.
With respect to example 3.5 we will exclusively look at the representation of temporal constraints
in the DISCO framework.

The basic format of temporal expressions in the DISCO grammar is given by the atomic predicate
time() with roles instance, year, month, day etc. down to second—additional roles for units of time
could be easily added. The relation is intended to hold whenever the time playing the instance role
falls within the time specifications provided by the various other role-argument pairs. However, as
Figure 4 shows, the actual distribution of temporal data from the example sentence is determined
by the number of prepositional phrases and the syntactical nesting of adjuncts. Moreover, the
two chunks of temporal restrictions on the appointment stand in the scope of two distinct NLL
predicates (viz. temp-fuer() and temp-um()) 6 as they are lexically introduced by the corresponding
German prepositions.

Two very similar examples from the DISCO grammar yield structurally quite different results
(where the italicized German phrases in the formulas abbreviate further argument specifications—
for fuller specifications, cf. Figure 4):

• 'am Freitag urn 13:30 h' (on Friday at 1:30 PM)

temp-am(theme:?e
goal:(?t i I and{time(instance:?t i 'Freitag')

temp-um(theme:?t i goal:(?t2 time(instance:?t2 '13:30 h')))

• 'am Nachmittag des 23.10.' (on the afternoon of October 23 [genitive case])

temp-am(theme:?e
goal:(?t i andftime(instance:?t i `Nachmittag')

poss(possessed:?t i possessor:(?t2 time(instance:?t 2 '23.101))

In the first case the second prepositional phrase is (syntactically) subordinate to the noun 'Freitag'
which itself is the complement to the first preposition 'am'. The NIL expression derived clearly
reflects this surface structure and, hence, gives rise to the interpretation that Friday is (temporally)
restricted to 1:30 PM. Almost analogously the second example exhibits the semantic treatment of
genitive attributes in the DISCO grammar thus making October 23 be the possessor of afternoon.

All three example configurations explicitly show the need for simplification into a canonical
representation that supports uniform further processing and, finally, the translation into an appro-
priate application directive. The DISCO general time semantics legitimates the grouping of multiple
(and possibly nested) temporal restrictions on the same variable into the scope of a single time()
predicate by 'unification' of all existing information. For all the given examples NLL transforma-

6 The temp- prefix results from sortal disambiguation based on the type of complements (both temporal in this
case) as it is integrated into the feature structure (meta-) representation of .MI1, expressions and evaluated at parse
time. Cf. Kasper 1992.
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request(theme: A vereinbar(theme:(?x and{has-card-leq(theme:?x goal:1)
termin(instance.?x)
temp-in(theme:?x

goal:(?t I time(instance:?t
mon:(?m oktober(instance:?m))
day:23
hour:13
min:30D)

space-in(theme:?x
goal:1DFK1')})))

Figure 5: NLL representation of example sentence after equivalence transformation and simplifi-
cation (speaker and hearer have been omitted for the sake of perspicuity).

tions have been implemented that fire on appropriate meta-syntactic configurations (see above)
and rewrite to a unified structure. Because the hand-coding of complex rewrite rules is vulnerable
to errors, we see clearly here how a declarative rule compiler would facilitate simplification (cf.
§ 3.3,§ 4).	 •

Figure 5 shows the NLL representation of the example after core equivalence transformation
and simplification: nested binary conjunctions have been flattened, all temporal restrictions on the
appointment variable have been unified and the general temp-in() relation has been substituted
for lexically determined predicates.

3.5.3 Translation into Target Language

The internal representation of the appointment planner as the interface language to the semantics
module in the COSMA system (besides the interface to feature structure descriptions) is far more
restricted in expressive power than NLL. The IR language is syntactically close to Common-
Lisp (all data structures are represented as nested association lists) — it basically, provides a
fixed set of negotiation primitives (arrange(), accept(), modify() et al.) that take one or more
appointment descriptions as arguments. Temporal expressions (from natural language input)
constrain appointment descriptions according to the slots time or duration.

Despite the obvious simplicity of the target language in the COSMA prototype we have chosen

to follow the general NLL compiler approach in mapping into IR. Just as inside the NLL module
expressions of the target language are represented as (hierarchically organized) Common-Lisp
structures thus allowing us to view the process of translation as a series of tree transformations
again and to make use of the optimized NLL tree traversal drivers (see above). The Common-Lisp
surface syntax of IR expressions is generated from a (still hand-coded) pretty printer (unparser)
that makes IR abstract syntax trees print as Lisp association lists.

Applying the compiler approach to the NLL to IR interface, we construe the translation module
as a set of rewrite rules that are applied in post-oder (bottom-up) tree traversal 7 just like the other
transformations and simplifications we have seen so far. Though the example sentence has been
chosen because it maps nicely into an appropriate IR expression (see Figure 6) by strictly local
rewrite rules the tree transformation mechanism has turned out to be suitable in handling more
complex transformation rules and mediation of differences in expressive power as wel1. 8 For details
on rewrite rules in the given example see Figure 6.

7 Bottom-up processing is the control regime of choice because several high-level rewrite rules depend on the
argument type of embedded structures. Generally a mixed control strategy is achieved by splitting transformations
into (not necessarily disjoint) sets and applying these in order.

8 E.g. when translating a meeting event into an appointment structure (in sentences like I want to meet you on
October 23 at 1:30 PM in the DFKL) all slots except the type of the appointment object are determined from
restrictions on the event variable. Rewrite rules of this type therefore have an extended domain of locality.



((arrange . ((type . :appointment)
(time . ((month . :october)

(day-of-month . 23)
(hour . 13)
(minute . 30)))

(place . "DFKI"))))

• termin(instance:?x) --+ (type . :appointment)

• (?t time(instance:?t
mon:(?m I oktober(instance:?m))
day:23
hour:13
min:30))

–+ (time . ((month . :october) (day-of-month . 23)
(hour . 13) (minute . 30)))

• 'NKr --+ (place . "DFKI")

• (?x andftermin(...) temp-in(...) space-in(...)})
—+ appointment structure

• request(theme:^vereinbar(... ))
(arrange . (...))

Figure 6: Representation of the example semantics in the COSMA internal representation language

(left side). The structure as shown in Figure 4 (after some very basic domain-specific inference
that is not discussed here) has been transformed according to the rewrite rules given on the right.

4 Conclusions and Prospectus
The purpose of this paper has been to argue for an approach to the software design of semantic
representation languages (SRLs) modeled after standard design in programming language (PL)
and compiler technology. The approach proceeds from an analysis of the goals of SRLs, noting
especially the following:

• there is a need for experimentation in SRLs design because of many unsolved problems

• there is a need for general tools such as readers and printers

• SRLs must participate in a variety of interfaces

• SRLs must support inference

These design goals are largely satisfied by implementing SRLs using standard PL technology.
A BNF-like specification provides a modifiable basis from which experimentation may proceed.
The use of this in a (un)parser-generator provides a useful reader (and printer). Given parser
and unparser, interfaces may be constructed in a variety of ways, including especially compilation:
the transformation of abstract syntax trees (parser output and unparser input). Finally, some
inference is implementable using the same transformations employed for interfaces.

We have illustrated the approach and its benefits by reporting on extensive experimentation
with NLL, a public-domain SRL implemented in Zebu using compiler technology. NLLhas been
interfaced to (several versions of) three different grammar systems, four different application sys-
tems, and a variety of other modules. The interfaces are exactly defined and easily implemented
and modified; several are done in compiler-style (through tree transformations on abstract syntax
trees), and these are quite flexible, allowing sensitive manipulations of representations. Finally, a
variety of semantic inference rules have been implemented and used.

4.1 Additional Benefits—Comparing Sills Theoretically

Several further benefits have accrued to this approach. Reverse translations, which are needed
between components in dialogue systems, and which are useful in architectures emphasizing com-
ponent feedback (GOrz 1992), share a good deal of code with translations, facilitating their imple-
mentation.

The ability to define interfaces on the basis of strings allows not only the tighter definition of
interfaces noted above, but also flexibility in architectures--e.g., no assumptions need to be made
about whether SRL modules run in the same address space or even on the same machine as the
modules they communicate with. (It even proven useful in communicating with modules in the
same LISP image because it eliminated the need for coordination in packaging.)

Perhaps the most interesting benefit has come in the ability to implement and therefore com-
pare alternative SRLs relatively easily. To take one example, we added an expression type RE-



STRICTED PARAMETER to the language in an effort to explore situation semantics (Gawron and
Peters 1990,20). In a further extension, in order to represent the two-part structure of DRT (Kamp
1981), a slot was added to all formula structures for untrapped parameters (those whose scope
extended beyond operators in the formula). This allowed representations such as the following:

A consultant was not hired by a manager.

?y ; "hire(agt:(?ximanager(inst:?x))
thm:(?ylconsultant(inst:?y)))

Thus the formula here indicates that `?y' scopes past all operators in the formula, in particular
past the negation operator '' (which otherwise nonselectively binds everything within its scope in
DRT). Although none of this goes beyond well-known implementation strategies for DRT (Johnson
and Klein 1986), the compiler approach allows us to write conversion routines to the language of
generalized quantifiers (from GQT, cf. Barwise and Cooper 1981) form, which were implemented
to convert, e.g. to the following form:

(exists ?y consultant(inst:?y)
"(exists ?x manager(inst:?x)

hire(agt:?x thm:?y)))

This facilitates practical experimentation with the different theories of semantics—LGQ and DRT,
surely a useful effect in computational semantics.

4.2 Future Directions

The focus of our current work is allowing a declarative (and easier) specification for transformation
rules, as discussed in Section 3.3 above. We are employing a variant of a typed feature description
language for this purpose. 9 The advantage of the specification language over direct coding is that
it relieves a user from the burden of producing the LISP functions which simplify in the desired
way, and it allows us, the designers, much finer control the sorts of simplifications we support.
For example, we can perform type-checking to ensure that type-inconsistent specifications are
disallowed, and we can examine the properties of sets of rules to check for likely problems in
termination, etc.

The following is a specification of the "single element specification rule" (cf. § 3.3) for con-
junctions (and disjunctions):

n-:ary-connective-wff : [connective 'and I 'or
sub-wffs {n11-wff:

--> p

The left-hand side of this rule specifies a type of logical expression, namely a formula with an
n-ary connective, which is furthermore constrained so that its connective must be ' and or ' or,
and whose subformula set consists of the single formula p. Given a formula of this type, the rule
licenses a simplification to p. Thus this is a rendering of the simplification specified in §. 3.3, which
we repeat here for convenience:

single element AN D{p}	 p

The left side of the specification is interpreted as a pattern which an input expression is matched
against—e.g.AND{walk(agt:s)}—and a pair < match? : boot, bindings > is returned, where
bindings simply keeps track of metavariables (e.g., p), and what they were matched with—here,
(p walk(agt:s)). In cases such as these where there is a positive match, the bindings are used in
the construction of a replacement node—in this case just the value of the metavariable p itself-
walk(agt:s). In the current architecture, the entire specification is compiled to a LISP function,
which may then be combined with hand-coded specifications in designing a transformation module.
This allows for flexibility in case the specification language is too weak, and it is clear that
the specification language would benefit from further flexibility, e.g., the possibility of specifying

9 This idea of using a typed feature description langauge for the transformation specification language is due to
Karsten Konrad.
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Figure 7: Architecture of the transformation module. User-specified transformations are compiled
into LISP functions, which—together with hand-coded transformations—provide a rule base. The
transform component inputs a logical expression and (a selection from) the rule group and processes
in preorder or postorder fashion (cf. § 3.2 above, Inferences and Compilations).

that OPERATIONS-e.g., substitutions—be perform on logical expressions. Figure 7 sketches the
planned architecture.

We are also investigating more dedicated support for other "back-end" modules and communi-
cations, especially deindexation in the context or discourse memory module, predicate disambigua-
tion in the application interface, support for (or an interface to) a dialogue management module
(speech act recognition), and a lexical semantics interface. We also continue to investigate stronger
inferential systems, such as general rewrite systems (Eisinger et al. 1992). Finally, the NLL2FS
interface, while technically correct, provides no guarantee that the feature structures generated
have anything to do ith any particular grammar, which is proving difficult for generation. This
too may be a promising area of deployment for NLL's compiler approach.
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